Spanish Years 3 - 6
Students to complete at least 1 activity per week
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Partes del Cuerpo - (Parts of the Body)

Los Numeros

Pollito Tito - (Chicken Little)

Partes del Cuerpo – click link

Write down numbers 1 – 30.
Next to each number try to write the
spanish worded number.
Try to remember as many as you can; don’t
worry about the spelling.

Chicken Little Story – click link

How many parts of the body can you name
in Spanish?
*Draw a picture of you and label the different
parts of the body and face.
→ don’t forget to add your appearances if you
remember *

*Head to youtube - find a Zumba for Kids song
and zumba along for at least 20mins*

Watch - Spanish Numbers 1-50 and see
how many you got right!

Read ‘Pollito Tito’ and follow along in
English. It is read in Spanish but you can
see the English translation at the same
time.
* Write down 5 words you knew from the
story and 5 NEW words. *

* Practise your numbers 1 - 30; see if you can
create a game using Spanish numbers *

Colores

Mi Persona Favorita

Dia de los Muertos - (Day of the

Los Numeros

Dead)

Revise your colours! Click on this link
Colour Games and work through the
games or the extra activities.
For pronunciation and fluency watch this
video on the colours and follow the lesson
- Los Colores

Watch - Lyric Video for the song ‘Mi
Persona Favorita’ and write down any
words that you already know or that sound
or look familiar to English words.
Example:
Favorita - spanish word
Favourite - english word

Day of the Dead - click link
What new words did you learn from the
story? Write down at least 5
* Explore the Dia de Los Muertos activities on
Rockalingua *

*try to learn a verse or the chorus of this song*

Spanish Speaking Countries
Spanish Speaking Countries - Click link
How many countries speak Spanish?
Which countries belong to Central
America?
Which countries belong to South America?
What continent is Spain from?
Choose one country and find a fun fact!
*Explore the Countries games on Rockalingua*

El Pájaro y la Ballena - (The Bird

Phrases & Words

* Play the games on Rockalingua to improve
on your numbers and write these down also.
See what number you can count up to in
Spanish*
Extension:
Learn numbers 10 - 1000 Numbers 10 - 1000
Fluency - 1-100 in Spanish

Revision

and the Whale)

The Bird and the Whale– click link
Read ‘El Pájaro y la Ballena’ and follow
along in English. It is read in Spanish but
you can see the English translation at the
same time.
* Write down 5 words you knew from the
story and 5 NEW words. *

Extras:
Check our videos at Fluency Prof for more spanish words and activities.
Spanish Alphabet & Pronunciation
Alphabet with examples

Watch - Spanish Numbers 1-50 again

50 Words in Spanish

Revise ‘El Tiempo’ vocabulary by playing
games at Weather
Revise Spanish Greetings here (there are
some new ones just stick with the ones you
already know.

